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Introduction  
 
My name is Helen Pickering. I have been a resident of NW Leeds for 45 years and 

am a Board Member of the Headingley Development Trust. In 1990 I was appointed 

the first full time Executive Director of the Leeds Initiative responsible for the City's 

public / private sector economic development partnership. I have been an academic 

and practitioner member in a number of local and regional partnerships whilst work-

ing in the university sector both in Leeds and in the NE of England. I was Deputy 

Vice Chancellor of Teesside University and the full time Executive Director of Univer-

sities for the NE, the NE universities' partnership organisation in support of the future 

development of that region. I have no professional expertise in transport planning, 

landscape, heritage or arboriculture. However, our RA with the support of others 

commissioned expert advice on heritage and arboriculture and I am presenting this 

evidence today as a lay person as part of our DCRA Proof of Evidence.  


I am here representing the Drummond and Churchwood Residents' Association’s 

(DCRA) and the sixteen individual objectors including myself who are listed in our 

Statement of Case. DCRA is a Leeds City Council accredited RA, has its own consti-

tution and free membership. It holds meetings every two / three months which are 

open to all residents. The trolleybus scheme has been a standing item for discussion 

at all the RA  meetings since May 2013. Our members are constantly in touch local 

businesses and community organisations as co-residents, owners, managers, mem-

bers, and customers. We have a history of working in partnership with other local 

RAs on a number of issues including planning. In June 2013 we agreed to affiliate to 

both the NWLTF and the A660JC. We joined to find out more about the scheme and 

we have actively participated in their deliberations. Further study of its impact on our 

area led our RA to agree to formally object. 


We are located in Far Headingley and our area consists of approximately 120 

households. We have five roads which are, in effect, cul de sacs off the A660 which 

is our only exit route. This means that the proposed scheme has significant implica-
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tions for us. The  Leeds Beckett University gated campus runs along the whole NW 

side and blocks traffic exit for us in this direction. Our area is described in both the 

Far Headingley Conservation Area Appraisal (Doc D-5-2 ) and the Far Headingley, 

Weetwood and West Park Neighbourhood Design Statement. ( Doc D-3.5 ). 
 
We wish to object to the scheme on the following grounds:  




1.0. First:  Lack of Public Consultation and Public Opposition to the Scheme.  
1.1. Public consultation events were used for dissemination of information, not 

meaningful consultation. Consultation requires a two way exchange of views and an 

open mind as to the outcome. ( DCRA Statement OECD Appendix 1). The promoters 

have never had an open mind about the principles of this trolleybus scheme put be-

fore this inquiry.  No alternatives to this scheme have been presented to us as part of 

the consultation.  


1.2.  Public consultation events on this scheme took place in June /July 2013. Doc 

App-130 states that production of the landscape plans was in Sept 2103. This post 

dates the roadshow consultation events. No outline landscape and arboricultural 

plans or photomontages were available at our event at St Chad's Parish Hall. When 

asked what the scheme would look like we were told that some aspects of the design 

plans were still outline and would be completed after agreement was given to the 

scheme. Only technical engineering plans were on show and they were largely in-

comprehensible to the lay person. People at the consultation event were unable to 

answer our questions. As has been shown in the inquiry plans and photomontages  

have been difficult to read and, in some cases misleading. We welcomed three of the 

NGT team who visited members of our RA to talk to us about the impact of the 

scheme on our area in early  2014 ( after the submission of the TWAO application 

and the 42 day consultation period ). They were helpful and pointed out that several 

trees were not now to be felled due to design changes for one bus stop. It was ex-

plained that the design could be subject to changes after the scheme was accepted, 

some changes were being made now piecemeal, but it was made clear to us that the 
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principles of the scheme could not be changed. 
 
1.3. There is city wide public opposition to the scheme. This is evidenced in the 

Yorkshire Evening Post poll reported February 2014.72 % against (DCRA Statement 

Appendix 1) 
 
1.4. The North West Leeds Transport Forum questionnaire found widespread resi-

dent opposition. In our area we had an over 50% response rate. 95% of respondents 

opposed the scheme. 
 
1.5. Our local small businesses reported to us that they were not consulted by NGT. 

Many participated in the Federation of Small Businesses’ questionnaire survey and 

attended two local FSB meetings held in Far Headingley. The FSB has detailed evi-

dence on the extent of and reasons for local small business opposition to the 

scheme. In the most affected postcodes like ours, 78% of local businesses opposed 

the scheme (DCRA Statement Appendix 2). 
 
1.6. The volume and complexity of the documentation (over 8000 pages) com-

pounded by the fact that it has kept changing over time has made it very difficult for 

local people and their representative organisations to inform ourselves properly 

about the proposal. These factors have made it very difficult for us to be able to 

present our case to best advantage. There are still many important design aspects of 

the scheme (e.g. the position of gantries in the road and OLE wires attached to build-

ings) which will only be clarified after a decision has been made, a situation we de-

plore. 
 
1.7. Many of the claims made for the scheme in the published material are mislead-

ing e.g. the level of public support, the impact on public transport, levels of conges-

tion, production of greenhouse gases, an accurate numbers of trees to be lopped 

and felled. 
 
1.8. Residents like ourselves have had little or no resource with which to inform our-

selves yet we have made strenuous efforts to do so we could respond within the  42 
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day consultation period. This is in marked contrast to the large amount of resources 

available to NGT in terms of funding and professional expertise. Our RA has had to 

work hard with others to raise funding for professional advice on the arboricultural 

and heritage aspects of the scheme, both issues that profoundly affect our area, and 

in which we felt we lacked the necessary technical expertise.  


1.9 In conclusion, we consider that the consultation has been inadequate. 
 
2.0. Second :  A Worse Public Transport System and an Adverse Impact on 
Other Road Users and Pedestrians 
Although the scheme claims to improve the quality of public transport systems in 

Leeds, we contend that it would not only make it worse, but also harm other road 

users and pedestrians. 


2.1.  An Integrated System:  The scheme would not integrate bus services but rather 

create two separate and competing public transport systems. It would fragment and 

make more complex and difficult the public transport offer to its users. The segregat-

ed system would inconvenience the public by requiring them to decide in advance of 

their journey which mode of public transport bus to use. 
 
2.2. Quality of bus services. Our community is well served by a high frequency bus 

service, one every three minutes. The main concerns raised by our residents relate 

to delays caused by the length of boarding times and cost of fares. These have both 

been addressed by Firstbus at this inquiry and our residents welcome what they said  

about the proposed high quality, environmentally friendly Routemaster bus and the 

improved boarding procedures and ticketing schemes. In contrast, the redesign of 

the roads and the precedence given to the new trolleybus system means that the 

A660 journey times for the majority of people using ordinary buses, cars and other 

means of transport would be slower. The quality of the trolleybus on-board passen-

ger experience would be worse given the need for 160 passenger capacity with more 

standing and less seats to ensure the economic viability of the scheme. 
 
2.3. Journey times. The proposed NGT scheme would increase our residents' indi-
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vidual journey times. Services from any individual stop would be fewer, waiting times 

would be longer, walking distance between stops greater. In our area three of the 

four general bus stops would be moved further away thereby inconveniencing resi-

dents: Churchwood Avenue stops northbound and southbound and St Chad's 

southwards. (Ref. Plan 312694/TD/013 ). At the northbound stops at Churchwood 

Avenue and St Chads, the bus and trolley stops would be separated by side roads 

and this could result in traffic accidents with people rushing between the two to catch 

the first vehicle to arrive. In terms of on-board journey time, an average speed of 14 

mph for the trolleybus scheme hardly constitutes "rapid transit". Currently much of 

the traffic for most days flows freely to and from the city centre. Congestion is largely 

a term time rush hour phenomenon. Professor Todd has produced DfT figures show-

ing that over the yeas there has been a reduction in traffic on the A660 and his Tom-

Tom data shows that rush hour congestion is worse on several other routes into 

Leeds. A significant amount of the congestion at rush hour in term time on the A660 

is a result of private cars doing the school run as there are many schools located on 

or near the route ( DCRA Statement Appendix 3 ). As this traffic is unlikely to shift 

mode to the trolleybus, it is hard to see how congestion from this source will be re-

duced at the busy times of the day.  The Bodington park and ride is unlikely to be 

successful as no express service is provided to and from the city centre. 


2.4 increased Connectivity: Links to the main rail station would not be greater than 

the current bus service nor is the route is linked to the main bus and coach station. It 

is unlikely that there would be any significant extension of the scheme to create a 

larger network bringing greater connectivity as this would be prohibitively expensive 

and trolleybus technology will become increasingly obsolete. The proposed scheme 

does not serve the main areas of economic deprivation in the city. Given the stated 

development priorities identified by the city, greater connectivity is more likely to be 

achieved if there was investment in more advanced and flexible bus systems,  a 

range of rail improvements and direct links to the airport. We would also contend that 

significant improvements could be made to the outer Ring Road. All these would 

bring greater economic stimulus to Leeds than a single, inflexible, and unsightly trol-

leybus scheme that largely runs on an unsuitable route and through established res-

idential areas.  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2.5. Competitive behaviour. The promoters assumptions about the effects of com-

petitor behaviour could well be incorrect. We have heard that competition between 

providers could well lead to the less profitable bus services to the outer areas of NW 

Leeds such as the 1, 6, 28 and 97 being reduced in frequency or axed completely 

further reducing the quality of the public transport offer. We have heard evidence that 

the scheme will negatively impact on the journey times of the many bus services that 

cross or adjoin the A660 as a result of changed road design and precedence sig-

nalling. We have heard how the three year construction period will severely disrupt 

not only the A660 and adjoining bus services , but also cause congestion for 95% of 

the buses that pass through the city centre affecting everyone in Leeds. We think 

that this would cause loss of public confidence in the bus networks across the city, 

have a negative impact on all traffic, and affect Leeds' ability to function properly dur-

ing this period. We are not aware of any modelling of the potentially dire effects of 

this on Leeds' economy. 
 
2.6. Change of Road Design and Function. The A660 functions as an important local 

distributor road. Newly designed precedence junction systems, fewer general traffic 

lanes, blocking of right turn access, shared bus and cycle lanes, the loss of shadow 

lanes and traffic holding pockets would all lead to delays and congestion for local 

traffic, increased rat running, and road safety issues for pedestrians and cyclists. In 

our cross examination, Mr Smith agreed our area would be particularly adversely af-

fected in this respect (Ref Plan 312694/TD/013). The morning rush hour only bus 

lane southwards becomes a 24 hour segregated lane for buses and cycles with only 

one lane left for general traffic. We lose southbound shadow lanes and holding 

pockets allowing us to stop safely to turn right into our area. This will increase traffic 

backup in the one remaining general traffic lane and cause increased road hazard 

both to our residents wishing to access our area and to oncoming northbound traffic. 

The northbound route narrows and reaches a pinch point at St Chads Parish Centre 

with the road reducing from five to four lanes. The general bus stop is located in the 

segregated bus and cycle lane. These factors will cause traffic backup at this point. 

This congestion combined with the new Churchwood Avenue lights and no right turn 

northwards into Glen Road would lead to rat running through our area to gain entry 
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to the busy Beckett Park campus and for local traffic wanting to gain entry into the 

Weetwood area across the A660. Trolleybus precedence traffic lights at Churchwood 

Avenue junction would increase traffic backing up to the campus on that road and 

encourage rat running through our area. The main car park entrance to the Beckett 

Park site is at the top of this road and gives rights of access onto that campus for 

28,000 students, 3000 staff plus visitors. The campus hosts many major events mak-

ing this a busy road. We lose a dedicated cycle lane northbound. Traffic trying to en-

ter the Kindercare Nursery car park direct from the A660 in rush hour will back up in 

the single remaining general lane running northbound as would traffic trying to ac-

cess both the nursery and garage southbound.  In short, our area would be subject-

ed to greater road safety hazards, increased congestion and pollution from stalled 

traffic, and rat running as people trying to find the easiest entry and exit points onto 

and across the A660. 
 
2.7.  Impact on other Road Users and Pedestrians.  

Road Safety. The number of traffic accidents is predicted to increase after the im-

plementation of the new scheme. We are not surprised. Widened roads, narrower 

pavements, increased street furniture, shared pedestrian areas, shared bus and cy-

cle lanes, and quiet articulated buses would all bring additional road safety hazards 

especially to the large numbers of pedestrians and cyclists who use the route. In our 

area the road would be widened, in parts to effectively, a six lane wide highway. Al-

though the number of pedestrian crossings would increase from two to three, a large 

number of people would not use them (many young people and participants in the 

famous Otley Run don't use them at present and, being two-staged, the crossings 

will be regarded as inconvenient). 


2.8. Impact on Children. Our area contains two primary schools (Weetwood Primary 

School with 260 pupils and Richmond House School with 220 pupils ) and one nurs-

ery, (Kindercare with 130 pupils). It is also frequented by a large number of young 

people going to and from Lawnswood ( 1500 pupils ) our local secondary school at 

West Park. Yet the road would be widened and in some parts the pavement would 

be narrowed to two metres despite the high numbers of young people who travel to 

and from school in groups. In the interests of safety our local nursery already uses 
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extra wide buggies which carry six children and these would largely fill narrower 

pavements making the passing of pedestrians and bins difficult. Local schools en-

courage their pupils to use active modes of walking and cycling for health reasons, 

but the deterioration in the quality and safety of the local travelling environment for 

children would undoubtedly impact on parents’ and teachers’ willingness to promote 

this.  
 
2.9.  Impact on Young People. Unusually high numbers of young people including 

students form a significant proportion of the population in NW Leeds (DCRA State-

ment paras 2.11-12 appendix 7). This group constitutes a major proportion of those 

who use active modes and public transport and is the largest group subject to road 

accidents. There are two universities and two colleges located directly on the route. 

However, outer halls of residence such as Bodington have closed and large numbers 

of students have moved to live in the inner areas of the city to be within easy walking 

distance to their universities/colleges. (DCRA Statement  Appendix 8). The Unipol 

Report notes a decline of 57% living in street houses in the Beckett's Parks, Far 

Headingley  and Weetwood areas (DCRA Statement para 2.13 and Appendix 9). The 

Beckett Park campus now has its own dedicated bus service. This changed demo-

graphic means the expected modal shift to the trolleybus by this group is unlikely. 
 
2.10.  Impact on Older People. A higher proportion of older people live in the outer 

areas of NW Leeds (DCRA Statement paras 2.14 -15). There are two residential de-

velopments for older people in our area, St. Chad's Court and Orchard Court, who 

would be particularly adversely affected by widened roads, narrower pavements, in-

creased traffic noise and pollution as a result of changed traffic routes due to the clo-

sure of the end of Weetwood Lane. They have expressed an overwhelming prefer-

ence for the existing public transport system with more stops, less walking and wait-

ing times, and more seating on the buses. Many others fear a reduction of services 

to the outer areas such as Cookridge and Adel where a large number live.  
 
2.11. Impact on the Disabled: Disabled residents have stated their concerns to us 

about complex non-integrated bus schemes and time-tabling, wider roads, a clut-

tered pedestrian environment, and the long articulated character and quietness of 
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the trolleybuses (DCRA statement para 2.16).  
 
2.12. Widening the road would exacerbate community severance, already a feature 

of Far Headingley which is divided by the A660. It would create an even greater 

physical barrier and result in both real and perceived community fragmentation. The 

greater separation of our residential area and many of its social and community facil-

ities including the local church, Parish Hall and sports clubs (cricket and tennis) from 

the old village of Far Headingley with its houses, shops, pubs and restaurants would 

lead to an increased divide in the area and the potential economic and social exclu-

sion of some groups, particularly the very young and old. 
  
2.13. There will be adverse economic impact on local businesses. Reduced parking 

for clients, loss of environmental amenity which includes trees, green space and lo-

cal heritage assets, plus narrower pavement areas will all reduce footfall. Our busi-

nesses expect the physical disruption as a result of the long construction period to 

reduce their financial viability which is already fragile due to economic recession.  
 
3.0. Damage to the Landscape and the Heritage Environment  
3.1. There will be a dramatic change to the landscape and heritage character and 

environment of the route. The scheme will directly impact on over 3000 properties, 

fall within 500 metres of 591 listed buildings, pass through and adjoin 10 conserva-

tion areas, two registered Historic Parks and Gardens, to many un-listed buildings 

and structures which make a positive contributions to the appearance and character 

of the Conservation Areas (CAs) to list, an unknown number of non- designated his-

toric buildings outside conservation areas, two public open spaces which have been 

historically important for over 200 years, a number of areas of archaeological value, 

areas of previously unrecorded archaeological potential, 453 trees plus 22 tree 

groups which contain a large number of uncounted trees, and a significant amount of 

public and private green space. 
 
3. 2. The evidence given by Mr Ray shows that the proposal contravenes many ex-

isting planning and transport policies including West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan 

2012, NPPF 2012, Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas ) Act 1990, 
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Manual for Streets 2007 and 2010, English Heritage Streets for All 2004. I will not 

cover this again and it is included in the DCRA Statement of Case  


3.3 It is imperative that this inquiry is informed by the most to date evidence on the 

environmental impacts of the scheme. This should be based on the latest Govern-

ment guidance about the use of the most appropriate methodologies. 


This section is based on issues raised in my cross examination of Mr Walker. We 

contend the landscape assessment report has methodological flaws which results in 

lower or unknown levels of significance of impacts. The Landscape Assessment car-

ried out by Gillespie's is based on guidance provided by LI / IEMA Blue Book Edition 

2 using a methodology dating back to 2002 which is now out of date. Purple Book 

Edition 3 was published in April 2013. This involves a new emphasis on sustainable 

green infrastructure and on the cumulative impact of effects (the latter being very 

relevant for this large urban road scheme). The Purple Book also separates assess-

ment of scheme impacts, first on landscape which has value as a resource and sec-

ond, on landscape which has value as a visual effect (perceptual, cultural and aes-

thetic). This builds on the Treasury and DEFRA Green Book published in Feb 2012 

which produced new guidelines for EIAs. The Green Book's new Environmental Cap-

ital Approach and Ecological Systems Assessment methods are now incorporated 

into DfT Guidance TAG Unit 3A May 2014 (Doc DCRA-107) which includes guidance 

on landscape assessment for road schemes. Mr Walker concedes if the more up to 

date methodology of the Purple Book had been used, the outcomes would be differ-

ent (Doc. APP 10-2 PoE, para 5.5). Professor Bonsall has done some initial work us-

ing more recent advice and estimates the cost of the degraded landscape using DfT 

guidance (Doc NWLTF-122, Section C12) within the adjusted BCR might exceed 

£100m. 


3.4. We also contend that the landscape assessment work understates cumulative 

impact for a number of reasons. First, for road schemes like this there is a need to 

assess the cumulative impact of adjoining and individually defined character areas 

after they have been assessed separately. Mr Walker has concluded that 9 of the 

character areas out of 29 are subject to "significant adverse impact" even after miti-
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gation, 20 out of 29 will be subject to change of character and some will only have 

less level of adverse impact "because of mitigation". ( Doc Mr Walker PoE page 77, 

para 10.8). Whilst accepting that impacts would vary according to character area, 

nowhere is there any overall systematic assessment of the cumulative effect of these 

various character areas and how this impacts on an assessment of the landscape 

character of the whole route or how the route should be designated. We contend this 

is a major omission in the assessment of such a large urban road scheme.  


3.5. There is a second aspect of cumulative impact which is stated in TAG Unit 3 

Page 34, para 5-3-19 2nd bullet point. The ES for the whole scheme is composed of 

a number of different environmental resources each assessed in a different report. 

e.g. landscape/ townscape, heritage, noise, air quality, ecology, arboriculture. TAG 3 

specifies that "where it is clear that there is cumulative effect across a key range the 

various environmental resources then the scheme as a whole should be scored in a 

higher category”. Other than occasional passing comments, there has been no sys-

tematic attempt to look at the interaction between the various environmental re-

sources and how they impact on each other. Indeed, some promoter's expert wit-

nesses specifically denied knowledge and the relevance of their work to other areas 

(e.g. Mr Ward, on conservation areas said "I don't do trees"). We therefore contend 

that the methodology used is likely to understate the significance of impact of the 

scheme. Given the evidence on other environmental resources adversely affected 

(e.g. heritage, air quality), this could mean the scheme should be attributed a high 

level of adverse significance. 


3.6. There is another important methodological point made in TAG 3 Page 34 para 

5.3.19 first bullet point. This states that "the principle here is that a scheme as a 

whole should be assessed according to the most adverse assessment of the key en-

vironmental resources effects". "The rationale of this is that highly adverse impacts 

should not be diluted or masked". This methodology has not been followed. 


3.7.  Another key methodological flaw in the landscape report relates to the author's 

decision to establish a common setting for visual sensitivity baseline values all down 

the route. First, the baseline value for visual impact sensitivity for commercial proper-
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ties is set at low. Yet many of the commercial properties clearly double up as resi-

dential properties with accommodation above (residential property baseline value is 

set as high). Also many businesses also crucially depend on the visual aspects of 

their location to run their businesses successfully (e.g. many of the restaurants and 

pubs in Far Headingley and Hyde Park have pavement cafés and outside seating 

areas directly on the A660). Setting the baseline value at low results in an under-

statement of adverse impacts in the report. Second, there is a remarkable absence 

of evidence produced by the promoters as to the number of pedestrians using the 

route. The assessment's visual sensitivity for pedestrians is set as medium all down 

the route. This is despite the fact that the A660 is known to be highly popular with 

pedestrians, the trolleybus runs through well used parks and green spaces (e.g. 

Woodhouse Moor and Belle Isle Circus), and interfaces with well used pedestrian 

route ways e.g. Monument Moor is the start of the Meanwood Valley Trail which is a 

designated spur of the Dales Way, a major, national long distance path and of the 

new NW Leeds Country Path being promoted by Leeds City Council. ( Google). The 

more appropriate methodology would have been to vary the baseline visual sensitivi-

ty to reflect the true features of each character area. The methodology that has been 

used serves to reduce adverse impact and results in an understatement of levels of 

significance to the landscape of the scheme for many different areas of the route. 


3.8. Another methodological point about the report. TAG 3 bullet point 3 is about bal-

ancing adverse and beneficial effects. It states the principle is that compensatory ef-

fects have to be genuine. Any balancing should err on the side of caution and be re-

stricted to "slight" or only exceptionally to "moderate" assessments. This is not the 

approach consistently adopted in the ES assessments. Evidence given in this inquiry 

often uses the word "mitigation" when they are in fact referring to "compensation". 

Actions (e.g. tree planting) which have been described by the promoter's experts as 

"mitigation" may not be site-specific and can give a false impression of a restituted  

local landscape when that is not what is being proposed (e.g. a substantial number 

of replacement trees are on the P and R sites). Optional improvements have also 

been thrown into the mix as evidence of possible mitigation even though design 

plans have not been produced or costs included in the scheme for these. This could 
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be seen as deliberately misleading the public as to the likelihood of them happening 

as a result of the scheme. 


3.9. There are issues with the methodology of the Urban Design and Access State-

ment Vol 1. Doc 8-08k, Table 1-01 Page 11. It can be seen that several of the design 

objectives are incompatible (most notably the required high level of distinctive brand-

ing of NGT required to encourage use versus the "need to integrate with the local 

character of the area" and "maintain the existing townscape"). No priorities are as-

signed to these design objectives and this allows the promoters to use what could be 

described as "unfair selectivity of design principle" when objectors raise design is-

sues about their area. E.g. a landscape design assessment based a highly branded 

bus stop located in front of a heritage pub located in a prominent position in a con-

servation area (the Three Horseshoes pub in Far Headingley). How does one use 

the methodology to assess which design principles have priority at this point? A far 

more transparent, objective and fair methodology would have been to prioritise de-

sign principles as they relate to the variability and key features of the different char-

acter areas to allow objectors as well as the promoters to apply the same design 

principles in their arguments.  


3.10. I will now examine the landscape assessment for Far Headingley (N-09-11). It  

is an attractive urban village once known as Leeds' most charming suburb. ( Quoted 

in a book on Far Headingley by David Ward ). Key landscape elements which define 

our character area are found in our Conservation Area Appraisal and Neighbourhood 

Design Statement. These include: an early 18th Century rural cottage settlement at 

its heart; distinguished Victorian and Edwardian villas and attractive low density 

1920s-30s housing which line the A660 road; a number of listed buildings; Grade 2* 

listed St Chad's Church whose spire dominates the landscape and an associated 

Grade 2 listed War Memorial. Both these are located in high quality green space with 

mature trees, a cricket pitch and tennis courts. Otley Road at this point presents itself 

as a mature tree lined avenue with wide grass verges and York stone and cobbled 

set pavements. There is a local retail high street set in older properties which in-

cludes shops, some of Leeds' highest rated restaurants and cafés, and 3 of its oldest 

pubs. The village has an important cultural history including having one of Britain's 
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oldest cinemas in Cottage Road. It has been the home of a number of significant lit-

erary figures including Alan Bennett, who was brought up on the A660 opposite the 

Three Horseshoes, JRK Tolkien and Arthur Ransome.  


3.11. The assessment made of the visual impact on the landscape of our area is 

judged to be high/ major adverse mitigated to moderate adverse, but significant. This 

initial high assessment is because the road is widened to a six width highway (in-

cluding the central reservation and parking spaces) requiring the loss of the old York 

stone pavements and associated wide grass verges to be replaced with modern slab 

stone paving. Up to 20 mature trees designated as significant within the Conserva-

tion Area boundary would be felled which would have the effect of destroying the his-

toric green avenue view along Otley Road. The construction of new boundary walls 

and the moving of the historic stone gateposts on the St Chad's Church estate would 

change its setting as seen from the entrance, road and pavements. An historic horse 

trough will be moved. There would be increased street clutter with an unknown quan-

tity of wires, poles and gantries combined with lighting which will interfere with the 

landscape settings of the village, listed and non-listed buildings which contribute to 

the character of the area, the church and the view of its spire, and the Grade 2 War 

Memorial. There would be additional staged pedestrian controlled gated crossings 

and lights, two new highly intrusive NGT bus stops, one obstructing the view of one 

of Leeds' oldest pubs (the Three Horse Shoes ) and the other obstructing the setting 

of the War Memorial. All this extensive environmental degradation is concentrated 

within approx 1/3 mile of rad that runs through in the centre of the Far Headingley 

village. 


3.12. We strongly contest that the measures being described will mitigate the land-

scape impact reducing it from high / major to moderate significance. First, to argue 

that the rationalisation of the significantly increased street clutter is mitigation is sim-

ply perverse. Any rationalisation of existing clutter could be done without the 

scheme. This increase of street clutter runs completely counter to the Government's 

policy of reducing it (Doc DCRA-106). Second, mitigation is justified by the so called 

"sensitive location" of OLE poles and integration with lighting columns. But as yet 

there has been no decision as to where they would be located so it is quite impossi-
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ble to assess this mitigation effect. What is certain is that with the removal or lopping 

of the large mature trees, they would all be much more visible. Third, mitigation as a 

result of the sensitive location of the bus stops is hardly credible given that both new 

NGT stops are located in highly visible historic landscape settings. Fourth, replace-

ment tree planting is justified as mitigation, yet the narrower pavements and grass 

verges plus overhead wires will make it impossible to replace the destroyed mature 

trees with the same species and  canopy size as at present. Despite being super 

specimens they will have to be smaller and more compact species (e.g. cherry, 

rowan) and this will change the appearance of the village from one with an estab-

lished and historic leafy character to one of more modern suburbanisation. Finally, 

we reject as mitigation the establishment of the very small "pocket plaza" at the end 

of Weetwood Lane. A major feature of this area will be the massive new NGT bus 

stop. Also no money has been set aside to ensure the "plaza" is anything more than 

the stub of a blocked off road with bollards. The pub may simply fill much of the 

space with outside tables and so restrict general public access.  For all these rea-

sons relating to mitigation, we maintain that the landscape assessment of our area 

should remain as high / major significance.  


3.13. Historic Environment. 

I will now move onto the historic environment assessment report (A-08c-7) and the 

more recent Doc B-13. This section of our PoE is informed by the 3 reports of our 

expert advisor, Caroline Hardie of Archaeo-Environment Ltd (H-1 and DCRA-101 

and 102) and these are to be read alongside our DCRA statement of case. This sec-

tion is also informed by our cross examination of Mr Ward.  


3.14. Both the promoter's Historic Environment reports suffer from many of the same 

methodological issues discussed earlier. These include those issues that arise from 

the publication of TAG 3 whose significance has been studiously ignored in new up-

dated Doc B13 despite the DfT guidelines being available since Jan 2014.  


3.15. The extensive changes made to the areas of significance to be reported on in 

the updated Doc B13 undermine the credibility of the development team, as do the 

changes made on impacts. What it shows is that it is a remarkably destructive 
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project. Table 4.7 of B13 summarises the construction and operational impacts after 

mitigation and a brief count shows 12 significant impacts mostly on listed buildings in 

the construction phase and 13 in the operational phase. 


3.16.  There are still mistakes and discrepancies in the B13 document: reference is 

made to 9 and 10 affected Conservation Areas ( B13, 2.6 and Table 4.7 ); the Leeds 

City Centre CA is listed as having both residual and no residual impacts ( B13, 2.6 

and Table 4.7);  the Grade 2* Listed Garden Gate pub is described as being of local 

significance, but using their own definition it must be of high value; the Registered 

Parks and Gardens of Hunslet Cemetery are described of minor value (there is no 

such thing in their methodology), but it makes it clear in their methodology that all 

registered landscapes are of medium value.   


3.17. Cumulative impact is still not properly assessed in B13 though it is now ac-

cepted that this could make the impacts on heritage assets greater. The affected in-

dividual elements (e.g. settings of historic buildings, removal of boundary walls, tree 

loss etc) of the individual CAs are still assessed separately. Also the route passes 

through or adjoins 9 CAs, which run almost continually through NW Leeds to the City 

Centre making the A660 the most important and unique heritage road into Leeds. It 

requires and deserves proper examination of cumulative impact. 


3.18. In the assessment of baseline value, there are three categories of high, medi-

um and low. Only designated heritage assets can be of high and medium value, with 

low value for anything else not destroyed. A sound methodology would require a 

fourth category for important non-designated heritage assets, we suggest those of 

regional and local significance. Designated heritage assets which are described as 

being of medium value surely conflicts with their status as being of national impor-

tance which using the three categories presented must mean they are higher than 

medium. A medium value also makes them the same value as non-designated as-

sets of regional and local importance. This becomes important where impacts on set-

ting are described as slight (e.g. St Chads Church), but are clearly moderate using 

EIA definitions. This results in the downplaying of impacts leading, for example, to 

major significance being regarded as moderate significance.  
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3.19. Only 4 of the CAs affected by the scheme have so far been appraised by the 

Council. This is very surprising given the history of proposed developments for the 

route go back to Supertram and beyond. Headingley, University and Leeds City Cen-

tre, three of the most affected CAs, remain un-appraised which has made them diffi-

cult to assess for this scheme. All CAs were initially assigned a baseline value of 

medium regardless of the variety of historical richness found in each, a recipe for 

understating impact in some of them. Belatedly and after some additional appraisal 

work on the Leeds City Centre CA, Mr Ward in his PoE (Doc App-9-2) changed its 

significance level to high. We raised the question with Mr Ward that if the others had 

been properly appraised, would they too have been assigned a higher value?  Sub-

sequently in the supplementary document B13, the Headingley CA's assessment 

has now also been changed to higher significance.  This piecemeal approach to the 

historic environment does not inspire confidence in the processes of assessment 

that have been used for the scheme. 


3.20..  A history of failed traffic schemes over the years has left parts of the route ne-

glected and subject to planning blight affecting several Conservation Areas (e.g. land 

and buildings at Hyde Park and Monument Moor, empty buildings and broken 

boundary walls on Headingley Lane, and broken York stone pavements down the 

route). NPPF specifically states that planning blight should not be taken into account 

when assessments are made. Yet it has been put by the promoters that mitigation of 

the scheme will overcome the effects of historic blight. Also many of the improve-

ments recommended could be carried out without the scheme. 


3.21. There is still no clear understanding of significance as exemplified with the ab-

sence of detailed archaeological and building field surveys undertaken to inform the 

revised report (B13, 2.26 and 2.29). This is required under NPPF 2012 128. The im-

pact on below-ground archaeology is unknown due to lack of pre-determination 

evaluation. The potential significance of this situation is described in Doc H1 paras 

6.3-6.6 by Archaeo-Environment Ltd. This position is despite West Yorkshire Archae-

ological Advisory Service referring to some sites as significant and there is a map 

produced by them showing sites of archaeological potential (APP-8-3-5). The posi-
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tion is that the potential significance is unknown. The revised report B13 does not 

change this position. The result is that the scheme still does not comply with DoE 

Circular 11/95 that requires significance to be understood before making planning 

decisions. The Grampian condition used to cover mitigation is neither enforceable 

nor reasonable. It is quite unbelievable that this scheme be allowed to be exempt 

from national guidelines and it should not go ahead on this basis. The unknown po-

tential costs mean that somewhere there must be a blank cheque for it. 


3.22.  A more detailed analysis of the impact of the scheme on the historic environ-

ment of our area ( much of which is in a Conservation Area ), including the signifi-

cance of its trees and the setting of it heritage  assets, can be read in the Archaeo-

Environment Ltd report H-1, section 5. I won't repeat it here. Suffice it to say that we 

agree with its conclusions that the scheme's impact on our area's historic character 

warrants an assessment at the level of major adverse impact. 


 
3.23.  impact on Trees. A unique, historic and green environment will be visually 

transformed. 453 individual trees and an additional 22 tree groups are to be de-

stroyed, numerous others (number not known) will be lopped back. ( photos submit-

ted and to be displayed of the route with tree loss identified.) British Standards re-

quires the scheme to work through the numbers and present the worst case scenario 

so we must assume this is it. Yet the predicted extent of tree loss is still unknown and 

numbers given by the promoters may well mislead the public ( H-2, para 5.5.3 ). 

There are 22 groups of trees to be felled and although a significant number fall on 

the promoter's land behind the Arndale Centre, there are many large groups that 

have not been counted. A cursory exploration in that area reveals that these groups 

and other include trees that could well fall into the A,B and C categories and some 

contain 10 or more trees. There are also additional trees which are "at risk".  


3.24.  Given the significance of trees to the character of our area, the DCRA com-

missioned Mr Turner of Leaf Environmental Consultancy to do a valuation study of 

tree loss at St Chads and extrapolate this down the route (Doc H-2). He used the 

CAVAT system of evaluation as this is the one used by Leeds City Council. His esti-
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mated total capital value asset loss as a result of the scheme is £14m and this figure 

has never been rebutted. These figures included the destruction of 21 mature trees 

in our area next to St Chad's Parish Hall which are estimated to be worth over 

£1/2m. He concluded that the lost trees have high amenity value, and the visual con-

sequences of tree loss all down the route would be very significant. Subsequent re-

visions to the plans include a change in the bus stop location and this reduces the 

number of trees to be lost at St Chads, but even with this modification, the loss of 

trees will transform the look and feel of our Far Headingley Conservation Area.   


3.25.  We note from Mr Haskins that the arboricultural report was not published until 

Sept 2013 which was after the consultation events in June/ July. We question 

whether some of the arboricultural assessment work post-dates the carrying out of 

the landscape assessments. If so, this would reduce the latter's value as the strate-

gic position of trees is an important factor in landscape appraisal. There is another 

issue which would affect the accuracy of the arboricultural report. The position of the 

OLE poles and gantries is as yet unknown and as they are to double up as lights, the 

impact of re-routing the electricity cables will also be unknown. Tree canopies can 

interfere with electricity cables. The whole issue of unknowns as they relate to the 

trees and the repositioning of utilities is a relevant issue. How do all these unknowns 

feed into the estimated figures for tree loss?  


3.26.  British Standards 5837 (Doc F-20) makes some important points relevant to 

the scheme. First, national guidance para 5-2-4 makes an important point about 

large trees and climate change. A strong case is made for the retention of mature 

trees as they absorb more greenhouse gases and reduce pollution. Reducing cli-

mate change is an explicit policy of NPPF and of Leeds City Council so this scheme, 

as conceived, goes counter to such objectives. BS Table 9 states that tree categories 

A, B and C should be retained, yet most of the trees to be felled fall into this catego-

ry. There is a good mix of species and that contributes to biodiversity. All but 16 are 

healthy. 


3.27.  The Promoters make much of the fact that they propose to mitigate tree loss 

by replanting at a ratio of 3 to 1. They claim that the impact will be neutral after 15 
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years. However, all the following factors affect the ability to mitigate: no replanting is 

possible where space is removed, and bedding is small and inappropriate; where 

additional street furniture (including poles, gantries, new bus stops) and utilities are 

located; and where traffic sight lines and visibility will be affected. Reduced size 

species (even if super-sized) will be the only possible alternative in many areas and 

with the loss of some over 100 year old and many mature, large, broad leafed trees, 

the impact simply cannot be recreated and be neutral in 15 years. Replanting cannot 

always be in the same place and much of the replanting is in larger spaces (e.g. 

Park and Ride). 


3.28.  All new tree schemes need maintenance and the estimated cost of replanting 

for this scheme is £700,000, that is 5% of the original value, a massive loss to the 

community. There are many barriers to preventing new tree loss (DCRA-111), and up 

to 1/4 of replanted trees die in the first five years (Mr Turner, Leaf Consulting ( H-2, 

para 5.6.6 ). The Forestry Commission book " Tree Care Guide" states newly planted 

trees need 30 litres of water a week and more in the summer. Super specimens are 

much more vulnerable and grow much slower than whips. It is hard not to see that 

there will be a conflict of interest as the City Council is both promoter and financier of 

the scheme. Landscaping budgets are easy targets for savings to be made by cash-

strapped councils.  
 
3.29.  The loss of much of the unique and attractive ambient environment of NW 

Leeds will have an adverse economic impact on the area. It will diminish the local 

business environment. Fewer people will want to live or set up businesses in the 

area. There is evidence that there may well be a reduction in property value due to 

environmental degradation and loss of heritage value (Docs DCRA-103 and 113) es-

pecially during the three years of construction upheaval. 
 
4.0. A Weak Business Case and Poor Value for Money  
4.1. The benefits from this scheme do not  justify its £250m price tag.   

 
4.2. As Professor Bonsall has shown, the predicted degree of modal shift to the trol-

leybus is unlikely to occur and passenger numbers are optimistic.  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4.3. The most significant modal shift is from one public bus system to another which 

makes the scheme a waste of public money.  
 
4.4. Financial risk is associated with the unknown consequences of changed com-

petitor behaviour by the incumbent bus service. Indeed, the minutes of the NGT 

Board record that Mr Henkel was aware that this was a significant risk to the project. 

Firstbus has already reduced the level of bus fares and plan faster boarding proce-

dures, the introduction of Oyster card type systems and modern electric buses.  
 
4.5. The Leeds City Council borrowing requirements (which we believe to be over 

£20m) is to be paid for out of future income from the trolleybus service. This amount 

is highly uncertain and makes the scheme a high risk investment for a cash-strapped 

Council.  
 
4.6. Adverse economic impact on Leeds businesses has been identified by the De-

partment for Transport. These figures exclude the detrimental impact on small busi-

nesses along the route.  
 
4.7. The figures for employment creation at over 4000 look optimistic compared with 

other similar transport schemes. They do not include the predicted loss of employ-

ment by small businesses along the route especially during the construction period.  
 
4.8. There is an estimated £14m capital asset value loss as a result to the destruc-

tion of trees which is not included in the BCR. Maintenance costs for replanting have 

not been included.  
 
4.9. The potential mitigation costs which may occur due to archaeological discovery 

are unknown and the Grampian condition applied is unenforceable and unreason-

able. 
 
4.10. This financial investment in a new transport system which passes for much of 

the time through the residential areas of NW Leeds will not significantly support eco-
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nomic regeneration in Leeds or meet the needs of the most deprived areas of the 

city. Major development sites being planned by the Council are largely round the city 

centre and in north east and south Leeds – well away from the NGT route.  
 
4.11. The planned trolleybus will be a unique mode of transportation designed for 

use in Leeds. It is based on inflexible and outdated technology. It will be relatively 

expensive, have unnecessarily high maintenance costs and little resale value as a 

dated, right-hand-drive system.  
 
4.12. There are many cheaper and less intrusive public transport changes which 

could be implemented more rapidly and which would improve traffic conditions on 

the A660. Also, other alternative public transport investments could be made which 

would better meet Leeds' vision and ambitions as a modern and economically dy-

namic city.  
 
For these reasons the Drummond and Churchwood Residents' Association requests 

that you reject this application. 
 
 
Signed:   Helen Pickering  
on behalf of Drummond and Churchwood Residents' Association  
Also written on behalf of and endorsed by the people named here who have individ-

ually objected: Kathryn Wiggen, Margaret Thompson, Richard Thompson, Alison 

Larkin, Richard Byrn, David Johnson, Hilary Taylor, Val Johnson, Anna Sutcliffe, 

Catherine von Knorring, Alex McGilp, Alison McGilp, Pat Belford, Colin Belford, Dilys 

Hill and herself.
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